
10/28/17 A MESSAGE FROM BARTON McNEIL 

Dear Friends, 

Saturday evening I was able listen to a recording of the first episode of the SUSPECT 

CONVICTIONS program, about the 1998 murder of my 3-yr old daughter, Christina. 

Hardly an objective listener, I was much impressed with what I heard. I thought it well 

produced, and was an excellent introduction of the basic facts, events, and circumstances 

surrounding my daughter's death, and the further injustices that followed. 

Forever difficult for me to listen to, I was pleased that all 5 of my all-important 911 

phonecalls were finally heard by everyone, four of which were never aired in court. 

Naturally I was glad to hear the objective opinions of the program's hosts in their 

judgement of the facts. No longer confined to the narrow dictates of evidence 

concealment efforts on the part of agenda-driven police and prosecutors, finally all 

relevant evidence can be weighed today by a “jury" of my peers, the public at large... an 

infinitely fairer process than the courtroom venue 2 decades ago that so easily rendered 

such a gross injustice with so little ado, even if today's public judgements carry no legal 

weight. 

Much to the wicked delight of those genuinely responsible for taking the life of my child, 

if the opponents of justice for my daughter succeed in their unholy effort to maintain my 

long-known wrongful conviction, in my cell late at night, at least I'll be able to sleep a 

little more soundly knowing that so many are increasingly aware of who was really 

behind Christina's killing. Perhaps the guilty might actually lose some sleep, the secret of 

their child murder becoming so widely known, a lowly penalty greater than any suffered 

for their serial killing ways thus far. 

Late-coming friends of Christina, who continues in death to suffer injustice, I'm much 

grateful for the truth-telling producers of SUSPECT CONVICTIONS, Scott Reeder and 

Willis Kern. 

From me, they and their program gets 2 thumbs up! 

Barton 

 


